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Today for the conclusion of the human body condition there widely use different kinds of computer systems of bio resonance diagnos-
tics, giving full picture of functional body condition. Now we can test different impacts on the human body.in such stream we can choose 
jewelry, medications, cosmetics, nutritious, homeopathy treatments and etc.

30 years ago, when this method was just in the beginning of its way of development (correction foot relief connecting to the diabetes).

We met, with the situation when on the 7th day of using our insoles (podo-correctors), patients pointed blood sugar normalization. We 
began to study this effect and observe, having other chronically conditions in (stomach, heartburn, constipation, acne disappearing on the 
face and body). To estimate these changes to understand what is going on with the body, Foll method helped us. At that time, it was just 
first steps of development of this method and devices of Vega-test express. These researches were getting me to the idea, that such strong 
and repeatable in 100% of cases result was connected with that material, which is using for these insoles, is fixing human body energy, 
which is stabilizing in the moment, when we are doing foot prints under hydro static correction of foot and cord.

Figure 1

All my guesses were based on researches of my scientific study (thesis, based on the development of material for the microwave fields. 
Academics were involved in these researches, one is physics science Kivva F.B, and another one in medicine Kolbuna N.D. Based on the 
researches and devices, which were developed by them, we confirmed this suggestion.

Finally, it was realized the concept of bio-podocorrectors insoles, getting all energy information of the human body.

The next step was the question, how to get this information to the maximum balanced conditions. Different materials and methods has 
been tested. The most effective as a result became bio resonance therapy methods, which we use in currant time.
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The experience for this long and difficult work and researches was getting us to the necessity to realize one more task. This is a cord 
correction. Without this correction we cannot correctly load or unload the foot, to get GCG of the human body to the points in the differ-
ence of legs lengths.

Today just after one session, instead of 10 cord correction sessions as before, we can normalize the human body and getting foot prints. 
Bio resonance testing is doing before the foot print and after, when the insoles are ready, patients are coming with the different diagnosis 
and health problems, and bio resonance program is getting to normalization of the human body for 20 - 30 minutes. In the future, the hu-
man body work, support by body itself, but not by the medications or drugs with different side effects.

Figure 2

Today, without any doubts, foot and cord correction is the most important therapeutic procedure and the information impact through 
the reflex foot zones are the most effective.

Medicine is trying to reach out of pharmaceutical medications and drugs, to prohibit antibiotics, searching the alternative ways of the 
human body recovery and health.

One of the ways, which is giving full recovery, is bio resonance technologies.

Figure 3
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The new class of orthotic insoles bio-podocorrector are united or fully solve both of the tasks. One is orthopedic correction of skeleton 
of the human body and normalizes lymph and the blood circulation on the cell level. It’s reaches to contractile pump function of muscles, 
which are responsible for the metabolism in the body. This is confirmed by the computer systems and traditional blood test.

The second task -it’s the informational impact for the human body through the reflex foot zones. Combinations both of these methods 
allows in such short period of time to get the energy condition of your body to get normal.

You are walking and restore your body and health simultaneously All of these recovery is getting from one week to one month. So, we 
have very important conclusion: you cannot do any foot corrections without any control, cannot use any materials for the insoles. You can 
damage your body.


